Handling ambiguity and underspecification of users' utterances is challenging, particularly for natural language interfaces that help with visual analytical tasks. Constraints in the underlying analytical platform and the users' expectations of high precision and recall require thoughtful inferencing to help generate useful responses. In this paper, we introduce a system to resolve partial utterances based on syntactic and semantic constraints of the underlying analytical expressions. We extend inferencing based on best practices in information visualization to generate useful visualization responses. We employ heuristics to help constrain the solution space of possible inferences, and apply ranking logic to the interpretations based on relevancy. We evaluate the quality of inferred interpretations based on relevancy and analytical usefulness.
underspecified, especially with the increase of mobile device usage in recent years [28] . Similarly, supporting natural language interaction with visual analytical systems is often challenging. First, users tend to type utterances that are linguistically simple and underspecified, while the visual analytics system has more complicated nuances of realizing these utterances against the underlying data and analytical functions. Second, users expect high precision and recall from such natural language interfaces. Unlike web search systems relying on document indexing, visual analytical systems are constrained by the underlying analytical engine and data characteristics.
A 'smart' system can attempt to effect a match between the concepts in the utterances and the concepts known by the system. While follow-up repair utterances can help resolve ambiguities that a natural language interface may encounter, such systems are often constrained by the domain of the knowledge base or context in which the interaction occurs. In addition, analytical concepts may not map directly from utterances to the underlying information. For example, a user may be looking at housing data in a particular neighborhood, and type in an utterance, "show me homes with good schools and at least 2 bedrooms." If the concept of good is not present in the underlying data, then the user's intent is rather ambiguous. The system would need to infer good to be perhaps a low crime rate, good school ratings, or a great walking score.
A successful user interaction may involve refining the utterance based on results and reformulating the query strategy if the utterance is too broad, narrow, or misformulated. While repair through follow-up utterances or employing a mixed initiative approach [12, 17, 34] is prevalent, inferencing can help determine the mapping of the intent posed by terms used in these natural language utterances, and provide sensible defaults to the user [23] . Most intelligent interface designs assume to one degree or another that the user will be "kept in the loop" to negotiate with the system, resolving ambiguities, making relevancy judgements, and revising searches based on feedback provided by the system [36] .
The tendency for users to employ underspecified utterances in data analytics was recognized as early as 2010 by Grammel et al. [14] and has been similarly observed in other domains (e.g. [25] ). A recent Wizard Of Oz study that we conducted (unpublished) reinforced the need for inferencing to support underspecification. We found that nearly all input utterances were underspecified in some way. For instance, visual encodings were nearly always incomplete or left out, and were often specified indirectly as an analytical goal (e.g. 'correlation'). Here we introduce an inferencing system for handling underspecification, grounded in our empirical data of language cues that indicate intent as well as expected behavior.
RELATED WORK
Inferencing underspecified queries in web search Underspecified utterances and ambiguity are prevalent in web search systems -whether the large inventory of documents indexed by search, the esoteric collections in niche engines, or simply because users make assumptions of what the search system interprets from their queries. One challenge is the problem of irrelevant search results. Such search results usually arise due to ambiguous queries or semantic mismatches.
Search engines have utilized the notion of context to help restrict the ambiguity space. By processing searches in the context of the information surrounding the queries, search results can better reflect the user's actual intentions [6] . IntelliZap selects important context words and performs word sense disambiguation to prepare a set of augmented queries for subsequent search [1] . Sajjad et al. proposed a question generation system for handling underspecified queries from domain-specific search engines [30] .
Search diversification is another technique employed by web search to satisfy as many intents as possible behind an underspecified query [7] . When a search engine receives an ambiguous query and has limited knowledge about the user's intent, the system can present a diversified result list that covers several interpretations of the query. Diversification algorithms explore modeling the probabilistic knowledge of user intent, document classification, and how many relevant documents a user will require to maximize the probability of satisfaction when posing ambiguous queries [32, 44] . Other research focuses on optimizing search result presentation for queries with diverse user intent by selectively presenting query suggestions for leading users to more relevant search results [2, 3] .
Another cause for irrelevant results is the 'one-size-fits-all' approach where an identical query from different users in different contexts generates the same set of results. To improve search relevancy, systems have focused on generating a personalized search result list based on based on the user's profile [27, 39] . Search personalization can also employ machine learning from human relevance judgments such as click-through interactions [37] . Other approaches perform web query disambiguation based on predictions from short glimpses of user search activity using statistical learning models [24] .
Inferencing underspecified queries in visual analytics Similar to web search systems, natural language interfaces for visual analysis need to be able to interpret a broad range of utterances to keep users in their analytical workflows. DataTone inferred a user's intent, producing a chart according to that inference, and then providing ambiguity widgets through which the user could adjust the system's default choice [12] . Eviza and Analyza supported simple pragmatics in analytical interaction through contextual inferencing, wherein context established by the preceding dialog was used to create a complete utterance [11, 34] . Evizeon [17] and Orko [38] extended the notion of pragmatics in analytical conversation by using the knowledge of data attributes, values, and data related expressions. Ambiguity was handled with targeted textual feedback and ambiguity widgets. Inferencing however, was limited to only filtering in the analytical workflow.
Our work focuses specifically on enhancing the notion of inferencing for underspecified utterances during an analytical workflow. Leveraging semantic and syntactic constraints posed by VizQL [40] as well as applying heuristics from best practices in the field of information visualization, we can support a richer repertoire of analytical expressions.
CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper we introduce a natural language system for resolving ambiguity and underspecification in natural language utterances. Our system infers data attributes and appropriate visualizations that help satisfy the intent in the utterances. In Figure 1a , our system infers a descending sort order, matching typical user expectations that the highest value will be at the top. Our algorithm can also make sensible inferencing to map an abstract concept such as 'time' to an appropriate time attribute ( Figure 1b ). Further, with data involving hierarchies such as time and geography, the system can infer data attributes at an appropriate level of detail, ranking more salient geographical attributes such as 'State' over inferring a 'Postal Code' (Figure 1c ). The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce a lightweight, intermediate language, Arklang to resolve natural language utterances to formal queries that can be executed against a visual analytics system. • We describe a set of inferencing techniques based on syntactic and semantic constraints of partial analytical expressions and to handle vague concepts. We also support visualization responses explicitly requested by users through inferring meaningful data attributes. • A relevancy metric is employed to identify a set of valid inferences based on data popularity, the constraints of the analytical system as well as drawing from principles of effective graphical data presentation. • The system provides a set of interaction widgets to provide other relevant options to the users for overriding and clarifying inferencing defaults. • We validated the appropriateness of our inferencing approach through a survey; respondants assessed the quality of visualization responses for a diverse set of underspecified input queries obtained from log data collected in a two month deployment of our system.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Conventional query languages such as SQL are powerful from a mathematical perspective, but are not conducive for natural language parsing. This is because users' input utterances tend to be more colloquial with less semantic and syntactic rigor when compared to a database query language. Implementing natural language interfaces for databases that can map user utterances to a query language can thus be challenging. The grammar rules underlying their syntax must be coerced into Chomsky Normal Form [9] to be available for standard natural language parsing techniques. While statistical and machine learning techniques can be employed, manually authoring and tuning a grammar for each new database is brittle and prohibitively expensive. In addition, to parse questions posed to a particular database, the statistical parser would need to be trained on a corpus of questions specific to that database. Several systems have developed natural language interfaces to databases [4, 15, 16, 20, 26] . Such systems introduce semantically tractable sentences that can be translated to a unique semantic interpretation by analyzing lexicons and semantic constraints of the underlying databases. Inspired by this previous work, we implement a lightweight, intermediate language, ArkLang, to represent an intermediate logical query generated from an utterance, focusing specifically on visual analysis tasks based on the semantic constraints of VizQL [40] . ArkLang is designed to resolve natural language utterances to formal queries that can be executed against a visual analytics system. We lexically translate the natural language utterance into ArkLang, and then compile ArkLang into a series of instructions employing a visualization query language, VizQL [40] to issue a query against a database. VizQL is a formal language for describing tables, charts, graphs, maps, time series and tables of visualizations. These different types of visual representations are unified into one framework, coupling query, analysis and visualization. This declarative language facilitates transformation from one visual representation to another (e.g. from a list view to a cross-tab to a chart).
In order to perform a lexical translation from natural language into ArkLang, we require a lexicon mapping natural language words to their ArkLang concepts, which in turn are mapped to their corresponding VizQL counterparts. To help with inferencing and choosing salient attributes and values, we leverage a Semantic Model (SM) derived directly from the underlying database. The SM represents the database schema and contains metadata about attributes, such as alternative labels, or synonyms. Various data types (i.e., 'text,' 'date, ' 'geospatial, ' 'boolean, ' and 'numeric') and attribute semantics are stored, such as currency type (e.g. United States Dollar) and semantic role (e.g. 'City' role for a geospatial attribute). Statistical values such as the data distribution, range limits, average, cardinality are also captured for each attribute. The Semantic Model is augmented with a set of analytical concepts found in many query languages (e.g., average, filter, sort). It also distinguishes between attributes that are measures (i.e. attributes that can be measured, aggregated, or used for mathematical operations) and dimensions (i.e. fields that cannot be aggregated except as count). Popularity scores are also computed and associated with each attribute, indicating how often the attribute is used in visualizations generated from the datasource.
Formal Representation
ArkLang describes a formal query language that can be generated from a set of Semantic Models representing their corresponding databases, a context free grammar (CFG) [9] , and a set of semantic constraints. By a dialect of ArkLang, we mean the set of all syntactically valid and semantically meaningful analytical expressions that can be obtained by fixing a particular SM and leveraging our fixed CFG and fixed set of semantic constraints. We use a Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) parsing algorithm that employs bottom-up parsing and dynamic programming on CFGs [19] . The input to the underlying CKY parser is this context-free grammar with production rules augmented with both syntactic and semantic predicates based on analytical expressions that correspond to five basic database operations found in VizQL [40] and are shown in Figure 2 . The analytical concepts in ArkLang are defined below:
• Fields are a finite set of database attributes. E.g., 'sales', 'product category. ' • Values are a finite set of database values. E.g., '$100', 'Avery Leckman. ' • Aggregations are a finite set of operators where the values of multiple rows are grouped together to form a single value based on a mathematical operation. E.g., 'average', 'median', 'count', 'distinct count. ' • Groups are a finite set of operators that partition the data into categories shown in a data visualization. E.g., 'by' a field. • Filters are a finite set of operators that return a subset of the field's domain. E.g., 'filter to', 'at least', 'between', 'at most. ' • Limits are a finite set of operators akin to Filters that return a subset of the field's domain, restricting up to n rows, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N . N is the total number of rows in the domain.
• Sorts are a finite set of operators that arrange data rows in an order, i.e., 'ascending', 'descending', 'alphabetical. '
With these analytical concepts defined in ArkLang, we can support various analytical expressions. To address the problem of proliferation of ambiguous syntactic parses inherent to natural language querying, our system assigns canonical representations to these analytical expressions [10] . These canonical structures are unambiguous from the point of view of the parser and our system is able to choose quickly between multiple syntactic parses. For example, instead of enumerating all possible phrases, the grammar returns a deterministic output for a given input utterance. Here is the set of basic analytical expressions, along with their canonical forms in the ArkLang dialect with examples shown in Figure 2 . Note that the canonical forms are shown at the top of each figure for legibility reasons with the input utterances in their corresponding captions.
• Aggregation expression: If aдд ∈ Aддreдations and att is an
Attribute with the canonical form [agg att]; (e.g., "average Sales" where 'average' is aдд, 'Sales' is att). • Group expression: If дrp ∈ Groups and att is an attribute with the canonical form [grp att]; (e.g. "by Region" where 'by' is дrp, 'Region' is att). • Filter expression: If att is an attribute, f ilter ∈ Filters, and val ∈ V alues with the canonical form [att filter val]; (e.g., "Customer Name starts with John" where 'Customer' is att, 'starts with' is f ilter , 'John' is val). • Limit expression: If limit ∈ Limits, val ∈ V alues, дe ∈ group expressions, and ae ∈ aggregation expressions with the canonical form [limit val ge ae]; (e.g., "top 5 Wineries by sum of Sales" where 'top' is limit, '5' is val, 'Wineries' is the attribute to group by, 'sum of Sales' is the aggregation expression). • Sort expression: If sort ∈ Sorts, дe ∈ group expressions, and ae ∈ aggregation expressions with the canonical form [sort ge ae]; (e.g., "sort Products in ascending order by sum of Profit" where 'ascending order' is the sort, 'Products' is the attribute to group by, 'sum of Profit' is the aggregation expression).
In VizQL, expressions referencing unaggregated datasource columns are computed for each row in the underlying table [40] . In this case, the dimensionality of the expression is row-level. Expressions referencing aggregated data source columns are computed at the dimensionality defined by the dimensions in the view. In this case, the dimensionality of the expression is view-level. ArkLang supports these levels of detail with the concept of an attribute and a corresponding aggregation expression. Such embeddings allow us to ask higher-order analytical questions involving level of detail. ArkLang's recursive structure allows us to formulate filtration conditions at multiple levels of detail, supporting filtration at both row-and view-levels. Let us assume that our data contains a Sales attribute with underlying numeric values. ArkLang is expressive enough to formulate row-level filter expressions like "sales at least $100. " Similarly, "by country, average sales at least $100" is a viewlevel filtration condition that removes any sets of rows grouped by the Country attribute whose average per the Sales attribute is not greater than $100. The translation from natural language input to VizQL commands for generating a visualization response, is implemented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Natural language translation to VizQL
Input: natural language token Output: VizQL Let f be a translation function mapping a natural language word, e.g. into an ArkLang concept 'average'. Let д be (a top-down recursive) translation function mapping analytical expressions of ArkLang to VizQL. Then h is defined as the composition of f and д mapping a natural language into VizQL. 1 Perform a lexical translation from natural language into ArkLang, e.g., f(mean) = f(avg) = average and f(wine prices) = Price. 2 Leverage the CFG and a set of grammar rules to parse the resultant translated terms into ArkLang dialect, average ∈ Aggregations and wine prices ∈ Fields, with [average, Price] ∈ aggregation expressions. 3 Compile the ArkLang sentences into VizQL commands and issue those commands against a database, e.g. g([average, Price]).
INFERENCING LOGIC
Handling underspecification in natural language utterances involves addressing their ambiguities and making thoughtful choices as to what the user's intent may be. By leveraging the known syntactic and semantic structures in the analytical expressions defined in ArkLang, we apply a set of inferencing rules to address missing information. Our algorithm handles four types of inferencing: (a) handling underspecification within each of the 5 analytical expressions, i.e. intra-phrasal inferencing, (b) handling underspecification between the analytical expressions, i.e. inter-phrasal inferencing, (c) handling underspecification in the analytical expressions when a user explicitly specifies a visualization type that she would like to see the analytical response represented in, and (d) inferring reasonable defaults for vague underspecified concepts such as 'expensive' and 'popular. ' We explore each of these inferencing types in the subsequent sections. A common issue with inferring missing detail is that the algorithm could result in multiple valid matches creating a confusion set. When this set is large, it is difficult for a user to navigate through the matches to find her target interpretation. We apply a notion of relevancy to narrow down the possible semantic representations for each syntactic analysis, and derive a subset of plausible interpretations from that confusion set. Relevancy is based on string similarity scores between the input natural language utterance and the interpretations returned by our system. We leverage an offthe-shelf term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) [31] similarity score in Elasticsearch 1 as the scoring is easy to compute and tends to work well for our purpose. For utterances where the fields are missing (e.g. an underspecified filter expression "over $200"), our system will infer the missing field based on a popularity score from usage data and how often the field was used in visualizations on the datasource. Finally, we identify a set of heuristics based on principles of information visualization to further prune the visualization responses for their analytical usefulness [8, 29] . For example, when inferring a time concept in an utterance such as "show me orders 2015", relative time concepts (e.g. "last 2015 years") tend to be less salient than absolute time concepts (e.g. "in the year 2015").
Repair and refinement
With natural language interfaces, understanding and interpreting user intent is always a challenging problem. It is pertinent for systems making smart defaults and inferences about user intent to have provisions for repair and refinement during the interaction experience [33] . We draw inspiration from other natural language interfaces that support handling repair [11, 12, 17, 34, 38] through similar refinement widgets. Such systems tend to be more useful when they not only parse the linguistic structure of the utterances, but also effectively address inevitable ambiguity in inferencing through repair utterances, feedback and ambiguity widgets.
The intent for refinement interaction is to provide a complementary model for users using our natural language system to observe the analytical operations the system performs after interpreting an analytical utterance (e.g. "low sales" will be interpreted as "sales between X and Y, " where X and Y are numerical limits). A user can then repair or correct an interpretation if the inferencing is not optimal. The refinement widgets also provide a means for data and feature discoverability. E.g., after typing "maximum sales" a user could see other aggregation functions in the set like sum, average as well as other numerical attributes with similar data properties such as Profit and Discount. We discuss in more detail how refinement is supported in our system in Section Resolving vague predicates and in Figure 6 .
Intra-phrasal inferencing
Our inferencing logic relies on constraints imposed by the syntactic and semantic structure of the various expressions. Each fully specified expression has a known set of parameters, with a known set of (a) "countries with rank 1 3" (b) "top 10 countries" constraints determining the natural language tokens, fields and values. For example, in Figure 3a , the user specifies a range of numbers without mentioning the type of filter. Based on the grammar rules for filter expressions, our system infers a filter 'between' to generate a fully specified 'filter expression. Given that these natural language utterances need to resolve into VizQL queries [40] , we apply additional constraints to generate viable visualizations in Tableau. Specifically, filter and limit expressions require a group or an aggregation expression to be present. A limit expression also requires an aggregated expression to limit the attribute by. A sort expression requires the dimension that is sorted upon, to be in a group expression. We established a rule that infers SUM(NumberOfRecords) when a user does not specify an aggregation expression. 'Number of Records' is an automatically generated calculated field in Tableau that contains value 1, associated with each record in the database. In Figure 3b , a fully specified limit expression requires a numerical attribute with a suitable aggregation function applied, which is "sum of Number of Records" in this case. For each of the analytical expressions, let us assume a finite set of variables of that type. For example, for the group expression, the variables would be д 1 , ..., д n for n ≤ ω. We identify an expression to be underspecified if the expression contains at least one free variable. For example, an underspecified aggregation expression would be of the form [average, x], where x is a Field variable. While the Aggregation, average, in this expression is defined, its Field is not-it is the free variable x. Similarly, [sales, at least, y], is an underspecified filter expression where y is a Value variable.
We can now reify the notion of what we call intra-phrasal inferencing as it relates to ArkLang: It is the process of instantiating an open variable in an ArkLang expression with an actual instance of that data or concept type. Let us refer to such a process as the function Intra and defined, in part, ostensively as follows.
• If [average, x] is an underspecified aggregation expression and x is a free variable of type Field, then Intra([average, x]) = [average,sales] is a fully specified aggregation expression. The function Intra selects the non-logical constant of the appropriate type to instantiate for x based on relevancy. We then compute the top n most relevant non-logical constants and instantiate them for x, resulting in a set of n fully specified analytical expressions.
Inter-phrasal inferencing
Given a fully specified analytical expression of ArkLang, we infer additional fully specified analytical expression either because (i) the underlying query language we compile ArkLang into, i.e., VizQL, requires such additional expressions to be co-present for purposes of query specification or (ii) such additional expressions improve the analytical usefulness of the resultant visualization. Inter-phrasal inferencing infers these various constraints between these analytical expressions.
In regard to (i), the visual specification for VizQL requires either measure fields to be aggregated or dimension fields grouping the data into panes to generate a visualization. Therefore filter and limit expressions require aggregated measures and/or grouped dimensions in play to select subsets of the data for analysis. A sort expression has a stricter constraint that requires the dimension that (a) "sort product from biggest" (b) "sales throughout july 2016" Figure 4 : Inter-phrasal inferencing. (a) A sort expression requires the dimension that is being sorted to also be used to group the data in the visualization. Here 'by Product' is inferred as a group expression and we also infer 'sum of Number of Records' to generate an analytically useful bar chart. (b) We infer a group expression 'by Order Date's week', which is 1 level lower than the month level (July 2016) in the filter expression in order to generate an analytically useful time series chart.
is being sorted to also be used to group the data in the visualization. Consider the natural language representation of a sort expression "sort Countries in descending order by average Sales." In order to compile this expression into VizQL, the underlying attribute of this expression 'Country' requires itself understood as being the group expression 'by Country, ' to be compiled in conjunction with the sort expression. So, when our system encounters any sort expression, if its underlying group expression does not appear with it conjunctively, our system must introspect the sort expression, retrieve that group expression, and infer the conjunctive expression, e.g., "by Country sort Countries in descending order by average Sales. " Even though VizQL requires either a group or an aggregation expression to generate a visualization, our system infers both a group and aggregation expression to address (ii). Figure 4a shows a group expression derived from the sort expression's attribute along with an aggregation expression generating a bar chart. With respect to (ii), when a user types "temperature throughout july 2018", he likely expects the result to reveal the temporal aspects of the data. ArkLang supports the notion of level of detail in data hierarchies such as location and time. To generate a time-series line chart, the system introspects the current level of detail of a temporal hierarchy in the filter expression, and infers a group expression of the temporal concept to be 1 level lower than the original temporal concept in the filter expression (except for 'second', which is the lowest level of the temporal hierarchy; in this case, the system simply infers 'second'). Figure 4b shows the result of this inferencing logic.
Inferencing for supporting visualization types
During visual analysis, people may explicitly express their intent for a specific graphical representation, such as a line chart to perform temporal analysis. The inferencing logic for deducing sensible attributes to satisfy valid visualizations, relies on Show Me, an integrated set of rules and defaults, incorporating automatic presentation from the row and column structure of a VizQL expression [21] .
Show Me adopts best practices from graphics design and information visualization when ranking analytically useful visualizations based on the type of attributes utilized in the analysis workflow.
Amongst the visualizations we support in our system, text tables have the lowest rank because their primary utility is to look up specific values. The higher ranked visualizations present views that encode data graphically. Since text tables have a low rank, their condition is easily met and is always available as a default visualization. Hence, we do not have to infer any attributes to display a text table. We support 7 other visualizations and enumerate their corresponding inferencing logic when a user explicitly asks for these chart types in their input utterances: "sum of Sales by Category as a pie chart. " Similarly, given a categorical attribute, infer a numerical one. • Scatter plot: Scatter plots are effective for comparing two values. Infer a additional measure. E.g. In "correlate sum of sales by customer name, " infer 'Discount' to return a result "sum of Sales and sum of Discount by Customer Name as a scatterplot. " • Treemap: Treemaps are used to display hierarchical data using nested rectangle representation. Given a numerical attribute, infer a dimension. E.g. In "sum of sales as a tree map" infer 'Category' to return a result "sum of Sales by Category as a treemap. " Similarly, given a categorical attribute, infer a numerical one.
One of the goals of our system is to provide analytically useful visualization responses to the user's data inquiry. We draw from best practices and principles in information visualization to translate such inferences into transformations on the visualization [29, 43] . For example, the utterance "top 3 employees with highest profit margins" generates a bar chart. In order to better help the user analyze the employee data quantitatively for comparison and ranking, we sort the bars in the bar chart in descending order as an implicit inference (as seen in Figures 2c, 2d and 3b) . Similarly, when a user asks the question "house prices in seattle over the past 5 years," displaying geographic and temporal data in a time series line chart is often more effective than the same in a map.
(a) "where are the expensive wines?" Figure 6 : Inferring vague predicates. The system infers a currency attribute 'Price' for the concept expensive and the geographic attribute 'Country' in response to the word 'where'. A numeric range is inferred from the metadata for 'Price.' Clicking on 'expensive' enables refinement of selected values.
Resolving vague predicates
Vagueness is a term used in linguistics manifested by concepts such as 'low', 'high', 'good', and 'near.' These concepts are termed as 'vague' because of our inability to precisely determine and generalize the extensions of such concepts in certain domains and contexts [18, 35] . Vague concepts typically have blurred boundaries without a clear distinction between the entities that fall within their extension and those that do not. With metadata provided by the Semantic Model, along with Arklang's formalism of the various analytical expression types, we support various vague concepts. In addition, we extend our inferencing logic to make smart defaults for such concepts. For example, the vague concept expensive is a filter expression, whose syntactic and semantic structure expects an attribute that is of a currency type as encoded in the underlying Semantic Model. The filter is between and the value is inferred by the attribute's metadata also encoded in the Semantic Model. So, for the utterance "where are the expensive wines?", the system infers expensive to range from [avд + 1SD, max], where avд, SD and max are the average, standard deviation and maximum values for the numerical field 'Price' that also has metadata indicating that it is a currency attribute. Similar to other systems such as Datatone and Eviza [12, 34] , we expose these system presumptions as widgets where the user can override or redefine these defaults as shown in Figure 6 . We collect telemetry data on these system overrides and interactions that provide a feedback loop to the system regarding relevancy in the inference logic.
DEPLOYMENT AND ITERATION
We deployed our system for a two month period, both within and outside our organization. Based on usage logs, at least 205 unique users tried the system, generating over 6200 visualizations. We observed considerable repeat use, with 66 people using the system at least 10 times each, and 10 people using it at least 50 times. A wide variety of sample datasources were available and people could also upload and use their own data.
We gathered feedback throughout the deployment and iteratively improved our inferencing logic to address concerns raised by our users. The logic evolved considerably over this time, as real world queries on various data sets identified limitations and gaps in our initial logic. The inferencing logic described in this paper represents our final set of rules following this iterative development period.
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION
As a summative assessment of our inferencing logic, we conducted a survey. Respondents assessed visualization response quality for a diverse set of underspecified input queries. To select input queries that were representative of actual use, we drew on collected log data from our two month deployment.
Method
7.1.1 Survey Data. We first curated a set of example queries and responses. From all logged input queries (459) on our most popular data source (a data set about wines), we manually filtered out intermediate log entries, nonsensical queries (e.g. "I love Pinot Noir"), queries that were unanswerable with the data source, fully specified inputs (where no inferencing is required), exact duplicate queries, and duplicate concepts. The result was a set of 35 queries covering all of the analytical concepts (but not equally represented) and most of the inferencing types.
For each query, we then used our system to generate a visualization. One complication is that our system generates several interpretations of any input utterance, from which the user may choose, rather than a single option. Our goal was to assess the quality of the 'best' of these possible interpretations, under the assumption that a user will know which one to choose. As such, for each query, two authors manually selected the best interpretation from the available list based on consensus agreement. We then used the system to generate a visualization for each of these 'best' options. Queries, visualizations, and survey results may be found in the supplemental material. 7.1.2 Procedure. Our survey asked respondents to assess the quality of each visualization in relation to its input query. Participants assessed both the system-selected data content (e.g., attributes, filters, aggregations) and the visualization (chart type / visual encoding), using two 5 point Likert scales ranging from <1 -very good> to <5 -very poor>. Prior to answering these questions, participants reviewed a detailed data schema to familiarize themselves with the data fields and their meaning.
Each participant rated all 35 visualizations. Questions were presented in random order. An optional comments box was provided for each question and participants were encouraged to add comments if they gave a rating of poor or very poor. Participants also answered several demographic questions. 7.1.3 Participants. Fifty-one adults from our organization (35 male, 15 female, 1 gender unspecified) completed the survey. Age varied between 20-65+ and job roles included software engineering, sales, research, and design. 21 of the participants had previously tried our natural language system during the deployment and 30 had not. Most participants regularly used data analytics tools, with 39 participants reporting daily or weekly use.
Results
Overall ratings of both data content and visualization design were quite positive, with 83% of all ratings being Acceptable or better (see Figure 7) . Ratings of the data content and visualization were closely correlated. Most questions received a wide range of ratings, but some had a much lower score distribution than others. Examining the lowest scoring instances revealed that they were mostly dependent sort or filter phrases that specify a sort or filter but not the desired visualization (e.g., "points > 90," "sort by points," "in the last 5 years"). Figure 8 illustrates the ratings difference between questions containing only dependent phrases (sort, filter, or limit) versus all others (N/A). Figure 8 : Ratings for questions that included only a dependent phrase (limit, filter, or sort) versus all other questions. Dark orange = very poor, beige = acceptable, dark blue = very good.
Questions containing only a limit expression received higher ratings than those with only a sort or filter, likely because attributes in a limit expression can be re-used within inferred expressions. For example, "5 most expensive titles" is interpreted by our system as "most expensive Price, by Title, top 5 Titles by most expensive Price". In contrast, filter and sort expressions give no hint about the desired visualization. In response to the query "sort by points", our system had to infer a dimension as a grouping variable, to create a list of items that could subsequently be sorted by points. With no knowledge about the meaning of dimensions, it chose Description (a paragraph of text) rather than the more useful Title for grouping. This prompted comments such as, "Description is the last thing I'd expect," reflecting an expectation that the system would have semantic knowledge about attribute importance, or at least the key attribute characterizing each record.
Apart from dependent phrases, questions that required inferring only aggregation or visualization types had higher score distributions than those that required inferring data fields. One poorly rated question was "top 5 wines by variety, " which our system interpreted as "sum of Number of Records by Variety and by Title, top 5 Titles by sum of Number of Records. " Participants identified two inferencing problems: 1) they expected 'top' to be interpreted as the quality rating 'Points' rather than the default Number of Records, and 2) they expected the top 5 for each variety, not the top 5 sorted by variety. As one participant said, "The real issue is that 'top' for me would be...either price or rating...however, this is difficult to infer as it would be domain specific.... "
DISCUSSION
Results of our summative evaluation are promising, with most examples receiving positive ratings. Our survey generated rapid feedback on a variety of inferencing cases, but we note several limitations. Participant responses to inferred visualizations might differ in a real analysis situation where they entered their own queries, completed a real analysis task, and could clarify ambiguities. Additionally, the survey questions were not representative, as we intentionally included only underspecified queries. Some of our examples may be more underspecified than we would expect in real situations, especially the bare filter and sort phrases that were problematic for our inferencing algorithm. Furthermore, the survey included only 35 queries on one dataset; future evaluations should consider more diverse data sources and questions.
Our paper focused on providing reasonable defaults for inferring underspecified analytical utterances. The survey helps us understand how inferencing of underspecified analytical utterances fares, and also suggests some promising areas for future work, where improved inferencing logic could be helpful. We find that users' explicit judgments for the same utterances can widely differ. Future improvements can focus on personalizing the inferencing logic by discerning individuals' unique analytical goals through relevancy judgments. Such judgments can be implicit through usage data or explicit through repair and refinement. We could analyze this gap by providing support to help users articulate their needs (e.g., soliciting greater elaboration about a user's intent, providing suggestions based on the data or previous search behavior, or grouping similar interpretations for utterances) [42] .
Our system often defaults to inferring the calculated measure 'Number Of Records', which is a reasonable default if the measure is not known, but was not wildly popular in the survey. We could improve the choice of which measure to infer based on personalization or additional semantics from the data itself [22] . For example, when a user asks about her patients in her healthcare organization, the number of visits or check-ins might be a more semantically appropriate measure. By leveraging context and semantics derived from entity relationships in the data, we may be able to infer more appropriate attributes. Measure popularity may also be useful here.
Interestingness of data patterns is another promising area of research of natural language systems supporting visual analysis. Data interestingness emphasizes a notion of diversity, novelty, surprisingness, such as outliers and probability distributions deviating from the uniform distribution [13] . While several metrics from statistics and information retrieval have been proposed to measure interestingness [41] , it would be interesting to explore such metrics when inferring attributes in an utterance beyond just the data types.
CONCLUSION
Natural language interfaces are becoming a useful modality for exploring data and garnering insights. However, terse and underspecified input, the bane of traditional web search systems, is a challenge. In this paper, we introduce a set of inferencing techniques to help generate useful visualization responses to underspecified utterances. Based on constraints of the underlying analytics platform and imbibing best practices from information visualization literature, we support four types of inferencing -handling underspecification within the analytical expressions, handling underspecification between the analytical expressions, inferring attributes given an explicit intent for a visualization type, and inferring reasonable defaults for vague underspecified concepts. Our inferencing heuristics were iteratively refined over a two month field trial based on feedback from users. With the exception of bare filter and sort expressions that do not define the intended visualization content, a summative evaluation survey revealed an overall positive response to our inferencing approach. In summary, our findings pave the way for a promising area of interdisciplinary research, drawing inspiration from web search, data mining, visual analytics, and personalization.
